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Introduction

Radiotherapy, following mastectomy, improves 
locoregional control as well as survival rates in breast cancer 
patients.[1-6] Photon tangential fields are commonly used 
for chest wall radiotherapy, but the choice of radiotherapy 
technique is not clearly demonstrated.[4] Patients with little 
tissue between their lung and skin are sometimes selected 
for electron therapy. Electrons are also used for patients who 
are unsuitable for photon therapy due to their anatomical 
characteristics, or in settings of reirradiation.[7-9] This can 
be performed by treating the entire chest wall with three 
or more abutting electron fields.[7] Electron therapy has 

comparable locoregional and survival benefits to those of 
photon techniques.[1,2,10,11]

Chest wall radiotherapy is often aided by tissue equivalent 
material termed bolus to bring isodose lines toward the 
surface. Dosimetric measurements of superficial regions of a 
phantom by a parallel plate chamber have shown that bolus 
is required to encompass superficial targets within the 90% 
isodose contour when treated by 6–22 MeV electrons.[12] 
Moreover, there is a risk of lung toxicity when using high 
energy electrons for chest wall radiotherapy.[13,14] In these 
cases, bolus can be used to protect deep structures.[15,16] 
Thermoplastic bolus can be finely conformed to the surface 
outline when heated and becomes rigid when cooled.[17]

Radiochromic films have a low energy dependence.[18] 
The electron stopping power of the sensitive material of 
radiochromic films is similar to water and muscle, and its 
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response to electron beam irradiation has an estimated 
uncertainty of within ±5% at 95% confidence level.[19] 
Radiochromic films have been used for measuring surface 
doses in electron therapy.[17]

The standard dose distribution of electrons is perturbated 
by structural and tissue variations.[20] Dosimetric hot and 
cold spots can cause acute and late adverse tissue reactions 
and reduce treatment effectiveness. Nonuniform thickness 
boluses have been used in electron conformal therapy 
(ECT) so that the distal edge of the target volume receives 
the minimum therapeutic dose.[21-24] The facilities needed 
for ECT are not vastly available. Nonconformal methods 
of electron therapy are simple and still practiced in many 
centers.

In this study, a phantom of a patient with a large defect on 
her chest wall is constructed based on her digital imaging and 
communications in medicine (DICOM) images from Perspex 
as tissue and composite cork as lung substitute.[25] A single 
electron field is treated accordingly. Gafchromic film dosimetry 
was used to obtain profiles across the defect.[26,27] The effect 
of thermoplastic bolus application on dose homogeneity in 
the target beneath the inward defect is assessed. Standard 
anthropomorphic phantoms have axial cuts that limit 
measurements to certain directions of the beam. The design 
of the phantom extends the capability of film dosimetry 
for assessing dose uniformity inside the phantom at a fixed 
distance from the source and a desired gantry angle.

Materials and Methods

Planning
A patient with right mastectomy and an inward defect 

at the lateral end of her mastectomy scar was selected. 
The inward defect was 2 cm wide with a steep edge at 
the supralateral side. It was located near the midportion 
of the anterior axillary line. A multislice computed 
tomography (CT) scan of the patient was taken in the 
treatment position. TIGRT treatment planning system 
(Linatech, China, Shanghai) was used to contour the chest 
wall clinical target volume (CTV) based on the radiation 
therapy oncology group reference atlas for high risk breast 
cancer, and to define the electron field borders with 1 cm 
margin to the defected volume (CTV1), and the gantry 
angle. Isodose curves and dose-volume histograms were not 
used for planning purposes. The original field was 11.5 cm 
× 11.5 cm, angled 311° and contained 30° of chest wall 
curvature.

Phantom and bolus design
DICOM data of CT images of the patient was imported 

in the 3D-doctor software (Able Software Corp, USA) to 
model the chest and right lung. To simplify the design, a 
rotation to the CT images was applied to make the incident 
beam perpendicular to the layers when the gantry is at angle 

0. Borders of the lung parenchyma and chest were defined 
by interactive segmentation which was available in this 
software. Rib cage, lung hilum structures, as well as the 
bronchi segments, were not included in this model. The 
three-dimensional (3D) model of the lung and the chest 
were then virtually resliced along a plane perpendicular to 
the beam to create layers with desired thickness. The 2D 
contours of the lung and chest layers were inputted to the 
laser cutter software.

Clear Perspex was used as a substitute for chest. The 
measured density of Perspex was 1.04 g/cm3. Layers of 
5 mm were used for the first 3 cm of the chest wall and 
10 mm for the rest. Sheets of composite cork were used for 
the lung substitute. The cork sheets were 5 mm thick, and 
the measured density was 0.2 g/cm3. Thermoplastic bolus 
sheets and pellets (Orfit, Wijnegem, Belgium) were used 
on the phantom surface to create a bolus that filled the 
inward defect (PB0), and uniform layers of 5 mm (PB1) 
and 2 layers of 5 mm bolus were used for creating PB2. 
The pellet bolus made the maximum thickness of 50 mm 
from the defect to the flat surface. The defect is shown in 
Figure 1. The CT Hounsfield unit of standard cork was in 
the range of −900 to −600 HU, and this value was −10–
200 HU for both the Perspex and bolus. Figure 2 shows CT 
sections of the phantom with bolus.

Energy selection
The energy of the beam was selected so that the isodose 

level at the chest wall-lung interface was approximately 
80% to spare the lung.[18] This selection was done from the 
available energies, and percentage depth dose charts of the 
Oncor (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) linear 
accelerator. Electron energies of 12 MeV and 15 MeV were 
used. While for the 12 MeV beam the 80% and 90% isodose 
lines occurred at the depths of 4.5 cm and 4 cm respectively, 
for the 15 MeV the same occurred at the depths of 5.5 cm 
and 5 cm. Dmax is 29 mm for E12 and 32 mm for E15 in the 
central axis in a standard water phantom. 

Dosimetry
Small films of Gafchromic® EBT2 (Ashland Specialty 

Ingredients, NJ, USA) were placed horizontally in-between the 
phantom Perspex layers within the CTV1. This type of film is 
not very sensitive to visible light, and, therefore, it can easily be 
cut without needing a dark room. The orientation was chosen 
to record most of the varying depth. The films were placed in a 
supralateral to inframedial direction, so the effect of chest wall 
curvature was negligible. The orientation and alignment of the 
films were inked. Dosimetric regions of interest were 3 cm × 
13 cm profiles across the defect. Three profiles were assessed in 
this study that were placed at the deepest surface of the defect 
(layer 0), 10 mm deeper (layer 10), and 20 mm deeper (layer 
20) from the first film. Films were also placed at the surface of 
the lung and similar points along the depth of the lung with 
intervals of 1 cm, and the surface of the right heart.
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Setup and radiation
The source to surface distance (SSD = 100 cm) was set 

at the surface of the phantom. The SSD was not set at the 
surface of the bolus when bolus was inserted. The prescribed 
dose was 200 cGy (200 monitor units in all experiments) 
to Dmax with electrons 12 MeV and 15 MeV with no bolus 
(NB), or boluses PB0, PB1, and PB2.

Dose reading
A 9800 scanner XL (Microtech CO., Hsinchu, Taiwan) 

was used for scanning film series. The resolution of the 
scanner was set to 300 dots per inch. A central area of 20 mm 
× 90 mm (of the 30 mm × 13 mm films) was chosen for 
dose reading to minimize the effect of dose gradients and 
dosimetric artifacts. The red channel of the image was 
selected for measurements.[26]

For the lung point of interest (POI) doses, the mean dose 
of an area of 30 × 30 pixels at the center of each film was 
read to reduce the possibility of the effect of artifacts. Using 
an in-house code in MATLAB software (MathWorks, MA, 
USA), doses were read and measured by calculating the 
optical density. The means and standard deviations (SD) of 
each profile were recorded. Relative SD (RSD) was used as 
an indicator for dose inhomogeneity.

Results

Profiles
As demonstrated in Table 1, bolus application reduced 

the mean dose at each profile when compared to NB. 
The mean dose was higher with PB0 than other types of 
bolus in layers 0 and 10. Results showed a more desirable 
dose homogeneity with pellet bolus that filled the defect 

completely (PB0), compared to PB1 or PB2. The profiles 
were more uniform in dose homogeneity for 15 MeV than 
12 MeV for both surface and depth of CTV1. Figure 3 
illustrates selected 2D dose profiles. High dose regions at 
the edges of the defect can be seen at level 0 when NB was 
applied and was not seen when bolus was used. Dose ratio 
had the maximum value of 111.5% in this area for 12 MeV 
electrons and 108.5% for 15 MeV electrons. The hot area 
was also evident at the profiles located 10 mm below the 
defect. The dose ratio of the hot area was even higher at 
this level (113.5% for 12 MeV and 112.5% for 15 MeV). 

Figure 1: Right: Three‑dimensional volume reconstructions of the 
computed tomography images of the phantom. The rectangle shows 
the position of the Gafchromic film in XY dimension and the square 
shows the electron field. Left: Axial and coronal cuts from the phantom. 
The coronal cut crosses the film at layer 0. The axial cut crosses the 
isocenter. A fusion of the phantom and the computed tomography image 
of the patient is shown in the axial cut, and the original clinical target 
volume 1 is contoured

Figure 2: Different computed tomography sections of the phantom with 
bolus. PB0: Pellet bolus filling the defect, PB1: 5 mm bolus, PB2: Two 
5 mm bolus

Table 1: Mean dose (cGy) and standard deviation of 
profiles at the deepest part of the defect (layer 0), 
and 1 cm below (layer 10), and 2 cm below the 
level of the defect (layer 20) for each experiment
Profile 12 MeV 15 MeV

M SD RSD (%) M SD RSD (%)
Layer 0

NB 192.0 12.8 6.7 189.6 10.1 5.3
PB0 193.1 9.8 5.1 180.2 6.4 3.6
PB1 154.3 9.8 6.4 156.2 6.6 4.2
PB2 145.4 18.8 12.9 153.0 7.9 5.2

Layer 10
NB 168.3 18.1 10.8 181.5 10.3 5.7
PB0 143.9 14.6 10.1 165.9 7.1 4.2
PB1 113.9 29.6 26.0 134.0 15.9 11.9
PB2 94.1 48.1 51.1 125.5 21.3 17.0

Layer 20
NB 119.1 50.1 42.1 159.6 25.4 15.9
PB0 56.9 17.4 30.6 125.7 14.8 11.8
PB1 60.8 51.6 84.9 106.8 31.7 29.7

PB2 44.0 49.0 111.4 86.4 40.1 46.4

M: Mean dose, SD: Standard deviation, RSD: Relative standard deviation, 
PB0: Pellet bolus filling the defect, PB1: 5 mm bolus layer, PB2: Two 5 mm 
bolus layers, NB: No bolus
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No hot areas were observed in profiles at 20 mm below the 
defect.

Lung
Table 2 shows the measured doses inside the lung that 

started from the chest wall pleural interface (POI 1) and 
increments of 1 cm deeper. The bolus reduced the dose to 
the lung POIs. The amount of dose reduction with PB0 
was greater and seemed more uniform in different depths 
compared to PB1 and PB2 that reduced the dose of deeper 
POIs to a greater amount [Table 2].

Heart
The dose received at the surface of the modeled right 

ventricle was on a plane perpendicular to the electron beam 
at the distance of 7 cm from the lung surface and outside the 
primary field. The measured dose profile at this level showed 
that the highest dose of each experiment was delivered to the 
inframedial portion of the heart that was the surface of the 
muscular right ventricle. The measured dose was lowest when it 
was irradiated with 15 MeV electrons, and the PB0 was used (4.6 
cGy), and with 12 MeV electrons and the PB2 (4.7 cGy), and 
highest when irradiated with 12 MeV electrons without bolus 
(54.3 cGy), and 15 MeV electrons without bolus (51.4 cGy).

Discussion

The findings of this study showed that in electron therapy 
of a chest wall with a defected surface, bolus can decrease 
the mean dose to the base of the defect by reducing dose 
heterogeneity and eliminating areas that receive doses 

Figure 3: Sample two-dimensional profiles of the dose across the defect measured with film dosimetry of films located at the deepest part of the defect 
(layer 0), and 2 cm below the defect (layer 20) for 15 MeV electrons. NB: No bolus, PB0: Pellet bolus filling the defect

Table 2: The depth doses read from the Gafchromic 
films for 12 MeV and 15 MeV electrons inside the 
lung and the percent of dose reduction compared 
with no bolus showed in brackets. Depth is 
measured from the deepest surface of the defect
E POI NB PB1 PB2 PB0
12 MeV 1 205.3 134.7 (34.3) 124.7 (39.3) 67.2 (67.3)

2 149.7 102.3 (31.6) 95.7 (36.7) 43.2 (71.1)
3 166.7 106.0 (36.4) 64.7 (61.2) 28.9 (82.7)
4 137.6 84.5 (38.6) 48.6 (64.7) 29.8 (78.3)

15 MeV 1 166.5 150.4 (9.7) 122.3 (26.5) 93.5 (43.8)
2 186.6 138.1 (26) 128.4 (31.2) 119 (36.2)
3 183.6 144.2 (27.3) 143.2 (22) 145.5 (20.7)

4 137.7 51.9 (62.3) 70.6 (48.7) 85.5 (37.9)

POI 1: At the chest‑wall pleural interface, POI 2: At 1 cm depth, POI 3: At 2 cm 
depth, POI 4: At 3 cm depth, PB0: Pellet bolus filling the defect, PB1: 5 mm 
bolus, PB2: Two 5 mm bolus, NB: No bolus, E: Electron beam energy
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higher than Dmax. Whereas application of bolus is usually 
intended for increasing the dose to the surface. At a flat 
surface, the dose delivered by high energy electrons is at 
least 85% of the Dmax, and this can approach Dmax with bolus. 
Dose reduction should be carefully considered when the 
CTV is at close approximation with an irregular surface.[18]

Dose homogeneity
The Dose profile was more homogenous when using 

the pellet bolus that completely filled the defect (PB0) 
compared to all other boluses. Dose variation increased 
when 12 MeV electrons were used with the PB2 compared 
with NB. The relative SD in this condition was the highest 
value, indicating that bolus should be used with caution 
when the purpose is to reduce dose heterogeneity.

The electron energy estimation for the dose coverage of 
the CTV1 was suboptimal by conventional electron therapy 
planning. The deepest border of the CTV1 received 80 cGy 
for 15 MeV and NB while an adequate surface dose and a dose 
coverage of at least 80% at the deep border was expected. 
It can be seen in Figure 3 that at the location of the defect 
at layer 0, the dose is less than adjacent areas without a 
bolus. This result can be explained by the loss of side scatter 
equilibrium and inadequate build-up at defected surfaces. 
Irregular surfaces cause local scattering. Moreover, steep 
surface depressions cause electrons to scatter inwardly.[27] 
These effects cause difficulties in predicting the desired 
beam energy based on axial images. It should be taken into 
account that bolus material, in practice, did not fit to all 
steps of the phantom surface, and long air-gaps were seen 
in CT sections. Air-gaps can contribute to the low doses at 
layer 0 when either bolus was applied. These air-gaps change 
the electron fluence and reduce the surface dose, especially 
in lower energy electrons and larger field sizes.[28,29] Similar 
gaps can be created in a real clinical setting depending 
on the amount of obedience of the moldable bolus from 
the surface topology. Rigid bolus may reduce trivial soft 
tissue irregularities of the surface, and therefore, reduce 
air-gaps,[30] but the additive effect of variable day-to-day 
bolus placement, and soft tissue changes during treatment 
may also be considerable when a rigid bolus is used.

The dose profiles showed that the dose reduced 
underneath the stepped surface and hot areas near the base 
of the steep edge were created. The observed hot areas at 
the surface of the phantom were compatible with the effect 
of stepped edges that causes side scatter disequilibrium.[7,27] 
No hot areas were observed in the layers when bolus was used. 
This means less acute and late soft tissue complications are 
expected when the bolus is used in a similar clinical case.

This study suggests that because of depth dose uncertainty 
of conventional (nonconformal) electron therapy with bolus 
application, this may not be a good option in a defected 
chest wall, particularly when deep structures such as the 

lower axillary levels are supposed to be targeted. In bolus 
ECT, however, data from tissue inhomogeneity and the 
topology of the target volume are all integrated for bolus 
design, yet, limitations of achieving dose homogeneity,[31] 
air-gaps, and other setup uncertainties remain when custom 
boluses are designed for desirable dose coverage. Therefore, 
well-commissioned planning system that can handle custom 
bolus beside in vivo dosimetry verification is worthy and is 
recommended for chest wall electron therapy.[19]

Lung
The presence of boluses resulted in reduced lung doses 

which was along expected lines. The expected depth dose 
decreasing pattern of POIs by depth was not seen in doses 
read from the films. In fact, when 15 MeV electron was used 
for the phantom, the measured dose values were lower at 1 
cm depth than a corresponding point at 2 cm beneath the 
chest wall-lung interface. The dose at this point did not 
seem to be substantially affected by the thickness of the 
overlying bolus [Table 2]. This can be explained by the dose 
gradients caused by anatomic and tissue heterogeneities. 
The coefficient of equivalent thickness (CET) of the lung 
is variable with depth. This phenomenon may also explain 
the dose increase at some distance from the lung surface. A 
scatter reduction occurs as electrons enter the low-density 
lung, but as the electrons proceed, the increased penetration 
overtakes the reduced scatter and dose starts to increase.[26]

The dose values showed the fact that the electron beam 
penetration is higher in cork than in Perspex. This was 
more prominent for the higher energy electrons. This is 
compatible with physics of electron therapy.[17] The 40% 
isodose contour that represents a threshold for pneumonitis 
in breast radiotherapy may be three to 4 times further in the 
lung than soft tissue.[30] Radiation injury to the lung has 
been detected in more than a third of patients treated with 
electrons and has been related to dosimetric and patient 
factors.[15] The convex surface of the lung causes manual 
calculation of depth doses based on the CET difficult. It 
can be concluded that selection of the energy of the electron 
based on PDD charts and thickness of the tissue may not be 
appropriate in a similar setting.

Heart
The measured doses in the phantom showed that in this 

clinical case, the proximal surface of the heart could receive 
up to 1357 cGy if 12 MeV is used for the patient with NB 
from this single field throughout the entire treatment 
regimen by conventional doses of standard fractionation 
(i.e. 50Gy). This dose value would have reduced to 227 cGy 
if PB0 was applied. Adding other fields would increase the 
received dose. An increased risk of ischemic heart disease is 
not expected in postmastectomy patients who are treated 
with electrons.[32] However, in instances where the thickness 
of target volume of the chest is variable, the integral dose 
underlying the thinnest portion (e.g., a defect) will be 
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higher.[33] when higher electron energies and bolus are used 
for dose conformity, the dose to the heart can be more 
significant.

Some of the limitations of this study are first the problem 
of the change of the SSD when the bolus was placed. This 
can cause some errors in comparing each setting. The 
available data from the machine showed that when the 
SSD changes from 100 cm to 99 cm, the output of the 
machine will have a small increase to approximately 2%. 
This should be taken into account when comparing the 
results for each bolus placement. Second, the limitation 
of carving the chest wall defect caused stepped layers and 
consequent dosimetric errors. This can be improved with 
3D cutters in future work.

Conclusion

The current study showed that in a 2D, nonconformal 
electron therapy plan of the chest wall, a bolus that 
compensates an inward defect can improve dose profile 
homogeneity of the CTV. This effect is provided by 
increasing dose to the base and reducing high dose regions 
at steep edges of the defect. Dose homogeneity is desirable 
for reducing acute and late tissue injury when dose coverage 
to the distal target volume is assured.

If a bolus is used, the treatment effectiveness is affected 
by the time-consuming preparation, different day-to-day 
set up, air gaps, and in vivo dose verification.
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